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CONVECTIVE TRANSFER IN THE PROBLEM OF CLIMATE* 

ABSTRACT 

Formulae are given for the convective transfer of heat in a vertical direction in free thermal 'con

vection, by allowing for lateral exchange and by introducing the concept of a dimensionless coefficient 

of contact transfer, / = o · r . These formulae represent experimental data within 20 to 30 per cent., 

whereas the usual " mixing-length " approximation overestimates the transfer by a factor of about 30. 

Similar formulae are given for the forced transfer in a steady-gradient atmosphere, caused by 

aerodynamic turbulence. Here the " mixing-length " approximation is somewhat better, yielding 

transfer figures which are too large by a factor of only about 3· 

Formulae are derived for the convective transfer along the earth's surface, by analogy with the 

above-mentioned simpler cases but using empirically determined local coefficients of proportionality. 

The variation of local mean temperature depending upon insolation is determined. 

The formulae are applied to the problem of fluctuations of mean annual and seasonal temperatures, 

depending upon the variations of the orbital elements of the earth. The fluctuations are found to be 

too small to account for the repeated advance and retreat of glaciation during the ice ages. 

I. Theory of the Convective Transfer. In the free atmosphere, as well as in stellar 

interiors, streaming is almost always turbulent in character (large Reynolds number), and 

the transfer of heat by atmospheric currents depends therefore upon the properties of 

turbulent motion. The latter is too complicated a phenomenon to allow of an exact mathe

matical treatment, especially because of the accidental element involved, and the superposition 

of turbulent elements of different order. Nevertheless, with certain simplifications, especially 

by limiting the problem to the major turbulent elementS or systems only, thus disregarding 

all the spectrum of turbulence of lower order, useful approximations can be obtained. Of 

course, only the order of magnitude is all that can be hoped for, and an agreement within 

20 to 30 per cent. will be considered excellent. 

For relatively small differences of temperature, under the condition of geometrical 

similarity, simple proportionality formulae apply. Thus, for the. convective exchange in a 

vertical direction, the transfer of heat per unit of area and time is given by 

(I) 

where e= den5ity, v= mean vertical velocity of turbulent motion, c,=specific heat, ~a= 

adiabatic gradient, ~=dT j dh = mean vertical temperature gradient (ordinarily a negative 

quantity), H = average depth of exchange, F = proportionality factor [Ref. (1), p. 563]. 

H(~a-~) =L1 T0 is the difference of potential temperature over the depth of exchange. 

In the case of pure thermal convection, when the motion is maintained entirely by the 

temperature difference, 

(2) 

where g= acceleration of gravity, T = absolute temperature, F 1= another proportionality 

factor ; v is here assumed equal to one-half of the frictionless velocity of flow corresponding 

to the given difference of hydrostatic pressure [(1), p. 563]. 
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CONVECTIVE TRANSFER 

From (I) and (2) the vertical heat transport in free thermal 

U=e c11 H2( ~) i(e4 -e)3 ' 2F(F1) 1• 

convection follows as 

This formula has been used formerly by various astrophysicists [SIEDENTOPF, BIERMANR, 
0PIK, Ref. (1)], assuming F = F1= I. This assumption corresponds to the postulate that 
a turbulent element, while travelling over the depth H, does not exchange heat with the 
surroundings, undergoing thus purely adiabatic changes, and that exchange takes place 
spontaneously and completely only at the starting and terminal levels. SIEDENTOPF and 
BIERMANN derived the formula from ScHMIDT-PRANDTL's theory of the mixing length, 
which had to be identified with H, to make F = F1 - I. However, the theory of the mixing 
length is quite irrelevant, in so far as equation (3) is concerned, and 0PIK obtained an 
identical formula with F = F1 = I, using solely the above-mentioned postulate (2). It may 
be added that with F = F1 = I, (3) yields values of convective heat transport that exceed 
about 30 times those determined experimentally (1). This is a rather large disagreement, 
and appears to be entirely due to the artificial postulate mentioned above. 

Indeed, while moving along its path H, in a medium of a different temperature, the 
turbulent element develops vortices of lower order all along its interlace separating it from 
the medium, and thus does continuously exchange convective heat with the medium, in 
addition to the inevitable radiative and conductive exchange ; whereas at the starting and 
terminal points there is no mechanism which would intensify the exchange- on the contrary, 
if the element is assumed to be at, or come to rest at these points (as the theory of mixing 
length would require), the exchange there would drop almost to zero. The postulate, as 
well as the theory of the mixing length in all its artificiality and impossibility of experime_ntal 
check, cannot be well used for the quantitative determination of convective transfer, especially 
in free thermal convection. 

For cellular convection, 0PIK (1) overcame this difficulty by rejecting the postUlate 
and the conception of mixing length, and by considering continuous exchange of heat at 
the interfaces of the turbulent elements. The transfer of heat (in the direction of lower 
temperature) through an interlace of effective difference of velocity v and temperature AT 
was assumed equal to 

q =re V Cp 11 T ' 
per unit of contact area and time. 
. The c~aracteristic constant j, defining the activity of second-order turbulence at the 
mterface, ts usefully interpreted as 

f = l I sin a I , . (5) 
a being the angle of inclination of the actual motion (in second-order turbulence) to the 
interface; v sina is the "velocity component of penetration" through the interface, ot 
the actual mixing component ; the factor t accounts for the fact that, on the ~verage, 0~ 
one~ half of the ~on tact area can be available to mass flow in one direction. a .ts a q.uan: 
subJect_ to expenmen?~ ~ete~mination. For ordinary· wind the average flow ~ _honzo~ue 
and a ts the average mchnatlon of the velocity vector to the horizon. A provtstonal . 
of f=o· I was assumed by 0PIK, from his own observations of turbulence of vvi?d motl: 
near the ground with the aid of a special hand-anemometer ("Turbulence of Air near e 
Surf · S " · hat greater ace m tre:ts,. unpublished ; at a gaseous interface f is supposed to be somew rtical-
~an ?ear. a solid mterlace like the ground surface where motion in one- the ve 
dtrectton 1S limited). · 
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For cellular convection (BENARD) with constant l!, 0Pnc (1) derives 

(6) 

For f = o· I, F(F1) 1= o·032, which means a reduction of U in (3) just of the required 
magnitude, as compared with the mixing-length simplification. For two surfaces of a 
separation= b, H = b in the case of horizontal, and H= b/ 2 in the case of vertical surfaces 
should be assumed (where there is shearing action by the two opposite · currents, the rising 
warm, and the descending cold one). With these assumptions, equation (3) represents 
excellently experimental data [by DICKINSON and VAN DusEN, cf. (1)] : 

Net Turbulent Transport between Vertical Surfaces, 
calf cm 2 ·hour (heat conductivity and radiation being deducted) 

b, cm 2 2 3 3 
LJT, oc 10° 250 10° 250 

U, observed o·Sg 3'62 1'24 4'28 
U, calculated 0'72 2·85 1"14 4'50 
Ratio obs./ calc. 1'24 1' 27 x·og 0'95 

For b~ I· 5 cm the flow was apparently 1aminar and the transport accounted for by radiation 
and conductivity only. 

For transport between horizontal surfaces, the observed values are about 2 · 5 times, 
the theoretical ones 3 · 2 times greater ; thus, the ratios obs. /calc. are to be multiplied by 
o · 78, which gives as close, or even better an agreement than for vertical surfaces. Although 
cellular convection was postulated in deriving F and F1 in (4), it is clear that the-ord.e:r of 
magnitude of the transfer figures will remain the same for other types of convection ; e 
are satisfied formula (3) with (4) represents a good approximation to the absolute value of 
the self-induced convective heat transfer. The same formuLt (3), suitably modified, can be 
used to calculate transfer of momentum and other quantities. 
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At f =o · 5, F attains a maximum, but the variation is relatively slow, wherefore an uncertainty 
in the adopted value off will riot fatally affect the result : 

0 

0 

0 

o·o5 
o·o5o 
o·on 

o·Io 
o·og6 
0'032 

0'25 
0'20 
o·og 

An important case in climatology is the forced transport of heat downwards in a steady
gradient atmosphere, when ea - e<o; such a process must be considered as the main source 
providing for radiation losses at the surface during polar or temperate-zone winter and in 
other cases, especially during anticyclonic weather. Equations (I) - (6) can be easily adapted 
to this case, with suitable modification ; contrarily to free thermal convection, the depth 
of convection, H, or the amplitude of the turbulent oscillation in the vertical direction, 
cannot be freely chosen but is determined through velocity and thermal gradient, according 
to the modified formula (2) : 

H=v~g(e-~a)·F1 · (7) 
In this formula, as in (2), turbulent friction or aerodynamic resistance is roughly allowed for. 
Here v ~- the average vertical component of turbulent velocity ; it may be set equal to 

v= /1 w, (8} 
where w is the horizontal wind velocity (with respect to the surface) and / 1 a fraction of the 
order of o · I -o · 05 ; / 1 = I sin a I , a being the angle of the inclination of the wind ~ector 
to the horizon ; in the free atmosphere this is smaller than near the surface, or at the ~Ut
faces of developed cellular convection, where a [as in (5)] refers not to the total veloaty .,, 
but only to the relative velocity on two sides of the interface. Substituting (7) and .<8) 
into (I), the forced convective transport downwards (negative sign), caused by aerodynaoucal 
turbulence, becomes 

u1 =- eff. w2 cp~T(e-ea> ~- . 
g v'F1 

(9) 

We notice that here the correction factor, as compared with the mixing length approximation, . - - . The 
1S !' ( v' F 1 f"'ooJ v' F f"'ooJ o · 32, which is much better than in the case of free thermal ~nvectton. this 
moong-length approximation, although still incorrect, is much more satisfactory for 
case of forced vertical mixing by horizontal mean flow. . . 

With T=245°K, g=g8o cm/sec2, e=I · 5 x Io- 3 grjcm3, c11=240 millicalonesfgr, 
and F=F1=o· I, 

Ut=- 5'7XIo-2 {f. w2v'e- ea (millicaljcm2 ·sec), 
(xo) 

w being expressed in cm/sec, ~-in degjcm. value 
To cover a surface radiation of I · 8 millical/ cm 2 ·sec, which is about an aver:briUID 

for clear sky at the assumed temperature, U
1 = -I · 8 and the condition of eq 

between surface radiation and convective transport becomes 

If W 4 (~-ea) = 1000. 
(u} 

d I -o·I ~or ~-~a=+ I· 3 X I0-4 or a moderate temperature inversion of 3°C per km, an d~ to 
m the free atmosphere, w=530 cm/ sec. Near the surface" orogenic tt turb;:t~;og to 
topographic unevenness, will lead to a larger value of / 11 perhaps o · 2, eo 
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w=26o cm/sec as the equilibrium velocity. These figures are obviously of the correct 

order of magnitude. 

2. The Material Heat Transfer on the Earth's Surface. The exchange of heat on the 

earth's sudace is much more complicated than in the simple problems considered in the 

preceding section. There is convective transfer in a vertical direction between the different 

strata of the atmosphere, the surface of the earth and of the clouds, horizontal transfer 

between different portions of the globe, complicated by absorption and emission of terrestrial 

and solar radiation, by condensation and evaporation of water and by release or absorption 

of heat stored in the atmosphere, hydrosphere and the soil. 
For general climatic considerations the interchange and distribution of absorbed or 

radiated energy between different atmospheric strata is irrelevant. Confining ourselves 

to the energy balance per unit area of the entire vertical column from the surface to the top 

of the atmosphere, the problem can be simplified and made precise at the same time. In 

such a case, only four components of the heat exchange enter into the problem : 

I, the insolation, or the amount of solar radiation actually absorbed in the rolumn ; 

Q, the total radiation to space; 
E, the heat transported by atmospheric and oceanic currents and absorbed or released 

within the given column; this is the convective energy of global origin; 
S, the heat taken from local storage (soil, ice, sea), or the storage supply; all r ckoned 

per unit of time (sec) and cross-section (cm1) of the vertical column. 

These four components cover all possible relevant sources (e.g., the friction energy 

of atmospheric currents is included in E) and must therefore always remain in exact balance : 

Q = I + E +S. (12) 

This equation defines also the sign of E and S : positive values correspond to gain, negative 

to loss of energy. 
It is not possible at present to predict absolute values of E and S in the same manner 

as was described in the preceding section for free thermal ronvection ; the conditions are 

too complicated, depending upon locality and topography, and the typeS of coov · n 

involved differ entirely from the simple models considered above ; the Coriolis {I rce on 

the rotating earth is here one of the important factors. Nevuthel , the reb · ve varia · 
of these components for the same locality can be predicted. A thoro b inv·.:;:~u.x..&u 

behaviour of E and S, or the" material heat transport'', .is contained in mo ph n i 
" A Climatological and Astronomical Interpretation of tb Ice and of 

Variations of Terrestrial Climate u (3), of which a Swumary · · h ( · 

only a brief outline can be given ; for theoretical and nume:ri d , eU 

list of references, we would refer the ruder tO tb abov ·men · ed m ph. 

As the sum total of convective transfer all over the gJ E o, 
and negative values of E will occur. Colder cl.imatD will r it.ti 
beat, or E > o, whereas in warmer climates E < o. A a 
close but not necessarily equal to the global av age, E o. It · 

E to be proportional to - {T- T,), here T is 1 av e ( 
perature, and to the average wind velocity, hi , from o • 

proportional to the square root of the !ut aJ f 
equation (a)]. Tb , 

E- - B(T- T IT- 1, . 
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B is a proportionality factor depending upon locality in an at present unpredictable manner, 
but to be considered practically constant at the same locality. Complications due to the 
dependence of heat content upon moisture can be disregarded at this stage. The formula 
applies only to the same locality and can be used to calculate the relative variation of E 
depending upon the local average temperature. It is akin to formula (3) in which the linear 

T 
dimension, H, is kept constant, ea=o along a lev 1 surface, and E ,.....,_ H --LI T. 

As the temperatures on the earth's surface and in the atmosphere depend upon leve~ 
the temperatures entering (13) should refer to the same level. The question of the appro
priate level arises. This should be the level which receives the greatest share of incoming 
solar radiation, the cause of all subsequent happenings - thus sea level, or near to it. 
Conditions at the bottom of the atmosphere are those primarily determining the phenomena 
of large-scale convection, such as the cyclonic, anticyclonic and other types of atmospheric 
circulation. Therefore, in (13) sea-level, or near sea-level temperatures should be used, 
these defining the true motive power of the circulation. In fact, any tropospheric level not 
too high up could be used, but not stratospheric levels, in which the temperature differences 
between the climatic zones are inverted, a consequence, not the cause of the circulation. 

In the proportionality formula (13) no consideration is given to the Coriolis effect of 
the earth's axial rotation; this remaining constant, with varying T - Tg and w geome~cal 
similarity fails, so that the average linear dimension of the convective units may poss1h~y 
depend upon w. It appears, however, that this effect remains unimportant as long as Ill JS 

small in comparison with the equatorial velocity of rotation, and that the linear dimensions 
of the large-scale convective units depend direcdy upon the dimensions of the ~lobe 
(climatic zones) and the topography of its surface. For the present, therefore, no modifica
tion of equation (13) can be recommended. 

Disregarding daily fluctuations, the average storage supply can be usefully 
represented as 

S =-C(T-T,J , 

where T is the local average temperature for a given season, T m the local annual mean 
temperature, and C a constant depending upon locality and season, thus strictly constant 
only for the same locality and time of the year. 

The radiation to space from the whole vertical column, Q, varies but slowly with the 
surface temperature, as has been shown long ago by Sir George Simpson (5) and as has been 
· · d · · mblance mvestliate m detail by the present writer (3), (4). The variation bears no .rese 
to Stefan's law, the reason being an opposite trend of variation of temperature 1n the uJ>PCf 
and ~ower strata of the atmosphere, as well as a greater 14 greenhouse effect .. of water vapour 
at higher temperatures. For certain probable mean vertical distributions of tem~~ 
and humidity the writer (3) finds that, practically for all latitudes where the a~ual vana:,: 
of temperature is conspicuous, the annual amplitude of radiation is proporuonal to a 
the I · 5 power of the amplitude of absolute surface temperature, 

Q= kTt ·5 

representing thus the seasonal variation of radiation at a fixed locality ; k is again a:!! 
local constant, however less subject to fluctuations according to locality than the C:O tion of 
of ~~~) and (14)·. We may assume that this formula will represent also the vana 
radiauon depending upon the variation of a seasonal or annual temperature. 
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3· Variation of Local Temperature Depending upon Insolation. Of the many applications of the above formulae we will confine ourselves to one particular case, that of the variation of the local mean (annual or seasonal) temperature, depending upon local variations of insolation. For this special case the average global insolation and temperature will be assumed constant. The problem is identical with that of the climatic variations, produced by variations in eccentricity and inclination of the earth's orbit (which do not affect the mean ~ual insolation), variations that have been advocated, until recently, to account for the 1ce ages. 
Considering the smallness of the relative amplitudes of the variables involved, and the low powers of temperature dependence, the formulae can be applied safely to all kinds of mean values. 
Substituting equations (13), (14), and (15) into (12), with T, constant and considering T m in ( 14) also constant (its variation is small as compared with the variation of T for summer or winter, the only seasons of practical interest), after differentiation with respect to T and I as the only variables, the following formulae can be obtained : 

tJT M 
T = KI' (x6) 

where K, the " stability factor ., , is given by 

I. 5 Q I . 5 ET ST 
K = -~- -!(T- T,)- l(T - T.J. (t?) 

In {I?) all three terms are always positive because, according to (13) a.nd (14), E and T-T 
11

, or S and T-T m are of opposite sign. This formula refers to the variability of the mean seasonal temperature, and bears no relationship to accidental fluctuations of the true temperature. For the annual mean, S = o (as there is normally no significant pro· gressive, or" secular, .. storage or release of heat) and the third term disappears (the circumstance that T-T m= o at T = T m is irrelevant in this case ; if there is no storage supply, there cannot be any influence from that source), thus 
I . 5 Q I . 5. E T. 

K.= -~-- I(T,. - T,). (t7') 
For pure radiative equilibrium, E= o., S = o, Q= l, a.nd "th Stefan' la , Q T•, 

K,- 4· 
According to (x6), the relative variation of temperature · equal to elativ of insolation divided by the stability factor. This latter quantity n be 

empirical data as explained below • . 
4· Calculation of the Elements of Heat Exchang • Co · 

conditions, S = o; equation (12) yields then E Q- 1. Q nd / method of calculating these quantiti , cf. (3)], E can be del! rtu 
determined values ofE are contained in Table I (this p ur 
SIMPsON, (5)]. 

The valu of E show a smooth varia ·on both 
'tb the latitude. According to (13), at T T, , E o, 

T,; from table e tind + t3· 3 C !< r 
here. 

. .. 
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Latitude 

Tm-273° 
I 
Q 
E 

Bxxo' 
Km 

goo 

-22'7 

CONVECTIVE TRANSFER 

TABLE I 

Annual Mean Components of the Heat Exchange 
I, Q, E in millicalori s p r cm 1 and sec 

Averages for latitude circl 

Northern Hemisphere 

-17'1 -10'7 -1·1 5·8 14'1 20'4 25'3 
1·62 1'75 2'26 2·86 3'74 4'67 5'42 5·8o 
4'II 4'12 4 '23 4'34 4'44 4'59 4·86 4'87 

+2"49 +2"37 +1·97 +1·48 + o·7o - o·o8 - o·56 -0"93 
u6 144 171 28o 363 (700) 278 216 

19·8 20'4 17"2 17"2 12·8 (8·1) 7"5 7"1 

Southern Hemisphere 

o' 

26·8 a6·3 
5'73 5'43 
4'77 4'6o 

- o·g6 -o·83 
187 171 
6·g 6·4 

Tm-273° -25·0 -20·6 -12'0 -3·2 5'4 11·9 18·4 23·0 25"5 a6·3 I x·s6 I·6s 2•01 2'72 3·66 4'44 5"20 s ·62 5"31 5'43 Q 4"02 4•10 4'23 4•47 4"52 4'00 4"77 4'8o 4"67 4'6o E +2·46 +2·45 + 2·22 +1· 75 +o·86 +o·x6 -o·43 - o ·82 -o·64 -o·83 B X 104 105 126 178 268 4Il (1400) 343 259 145 
1
7
1 

Km 19·2 20·4 20 ·4 x8·6 14·7 (15 ·6) 8· 1 5'7 5·6 
6

'4 

A round figure of +13°C, or T
11
= 286° abs., can be adopted. With~ parameter, the values of B according to (13), and of the annual stability factor K according to (171 were computed as given in the table ; the values are uncertain at 40° latitude, owing to the smann;: of E. A regular variation of both B and K with latitude is evident. All the values of are large, especially in high latitudes, much larger than Stefan's radiative-equilibrium ~ 4 • Remarkable is the great similarity between the two hemispheres, shown by Tab~ this is a surprising feature, in view of the very different distribution of land and s~ fact: and south of the equator. The following explanation may perhaps account for this beric although the oceanic southern hemisphere offers less frictional resistance to the .atm~ circulation, this circulation is there more affected by Coriolis deflection whi~ }'~"·-:-the curren~ from easily reaching their destination ; the two effects work in oppoSlte ~ and approXimately balance each other, so that the convective transfer components are the same as in the continental northern hemisphere. . 

~~ B' the proportionality factor of the transfer formula (13), decreases both tow corrd" poles and ~he eq~tor, _from a maximum value in middle latitudes ; ~e decrease cted ponds to mcreasmg diStance between the points of exchange and 1S thus an expe feature - qualitatively at least. 

It. appears . t~ be a pl.ausible assumption that the annual value of B ' ~;::; coefficrent, applies also to different seasons at the same latitude. However, the t ture of par~eter, T (/,.cannot be assumed constant but must vary with the m~ teiD~ to die the glven heiruSphere - each hemisphere being almost self-sufficient W1th respe 
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convective exchange. From a special discussion (3) the following values of the parameter 
were adopted : 

Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere 
July January Year July January Year 

Tu-273° + t8° + 8° + 13° 

With these ·values, and with B from Table 1, the component of convective transfer, E, could 
be calculated from (13) for any given mean seasonal temperature T. This having been done, 
the storage component was found from (14) as 

S=Q-I - E. 
The results of the calculation, with the stability factor, K, according to (17), for 

the summer season only, are contained in Table 2. It must be pointed out that S includes 
not only purely local storage heat, but also short-range convective transfer, such as from, 
or to nearby (say, less than 100 km distant) water surfaces, glaciers, etc., in other words, 
odd sources of transfer depending upon local irregularities of the horizontal temperature 
gradient. 

Remarkable is the high negative value of S for 00° southern latitude, as well as the large 
value of K there- illustrating the cooling effect of a sea surface in summer, and its stabilizing 
power upon temperature fluctuations ; in fact, this latitude circle is too per cent. sea surface 

TABLE 2 

Summer Mean Components of Heat Exchange 
(millicalories per cm' and sec) 

Latitude 

Northern He~here, July; r. 2910 

I 4'38 4 ' 38 5'00 5'32 
Q 4'71 4 '67 4 '']a 4 '62 

T - 273° - 1 · 0 + 2 ·0 7' 3 + t4· t 
T,. - 273° - 23 - 17 - n - J 

E + o·g6 0 ' 92 + o·6o o·:aa 
s - o·63 - o·63 - o· - o·85 
K 8·1 g·t 8·8 B·g 

Southern Hemisphere, January ; T,• 
I 4'49 4'40 4 ' 72 s· ' 
Q 4 ' 72 4' 70 4'68 4'90 

T- a1·t - 6·o - 4"3 - 1 · 2 + 3·2 
T.- 273• - 25 - 21 - 12 - 3 

E + 0 '94 o ·g8 t· o·gs 
s - 0"71 - o·68 ·oS - 1· 

K ·o g· r 3' 2 tg·8 
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5· Variation of Orbital Elements and Climate. · Mn.AN OVITCH KoPPEN and WEGJRD, 
and others [for references, cf. (3)] ascrib d th ic to clim tic changes produced by 
the variation of obliquity (e) and cc ntri ·ty ( ) of th th' orbit. Without affecting the 
total amount of solar radiation rcc ived by th rth, th e el ments influence the relative 
distribution of insolation between th zones of 1 titu ~ and b tw en the seasons, the effect 
being especially pronounced in high latitudes. th 1phenomena of glaciation were most 
pronounced in high latitudes, it suffic s to id r th m only. Further, there are good 
reasons to assume that in the formation or d · pp ar ne of p rsistent ice sheets the SWDII1ef 
temperature plays a decisive role ; thus, th mph · will b on the ummer temperature. 

It may be appropriate to state here at one th t ilie bov · mentioned authors derived 
their temperature variations, as depending upon in ol tion, in an indirect and unclear way, 
without an understanding of the actual role playe by th different components of heat 
exchange, and not free from a kind of petitio principii ; with an illegitimate exaggeration 
of the causes involved, they arrived at effects corr sponding to very small values of the 
stability factor, K "'2 , which cannot be justified und r any circumstances. Their chief 
mistake consisted in interpreting the temperature diff rences between different climatic 
zones as being solely due to insolation, thus disregarding the transfer factor, and in makUic 
temperature changes at a fixed locality equivalent to latitude variations. Their temperature 
variations, thus grossly exaggerated by a factor of the order of 10, were still inadequate f« 
the explanation of the ice ages, and continental drift with a displacement of the poles were 
additionally advocated, to an extent which is at least 100 times greater than the maxi~ 
admissible for the Quaternary on the basis of modern astronomical observations. In ~ 
this u astronomical theory tt of the ice ages was not built on a sound foundation, and. rt JS 
regrettable that it received such a wide popularity and acceptance, chiefly among ~ u~ab~e to judge for themselevs the soundness of the physical, dimatological and astronomical pnnctples involved. 

The analysis of the preceding sections enables us to obtain a definite solution. of tile 
P.roblem. Here only the simple case of invariable reflecting and radiative. power. 15 ;:a ~tdered ; the actual complications due to the presence of ice caps are constdered 1Jl 
m the above-mentioned monograph (3). 

The obliquity, or the inclination of the equator to the ecliptic, at present e=23~ th~ w~ll-kno~n cau~e ~f the seasons and, in particular, of su~er heat in high .latt Jatioa ~~t~ mcreasmg obhqwty, the total annual insolation and especially the summ~ wso · mh ht· d · ' li · willaifectJD tg au~u es mcreases, at the expense of low latitudes ; thus, ob qwty SWDJilCl' the same dtrection both the annual and the summer mean temperatures, the . both tem~erature to a greater extent, of c;urse. The effect of obliquity is simultaneoUS 1Jl hemtspheres. 

. The ec~entricity will not affect the total amount of solar radiation received b~ ::: ~htude du:mg the year, and its effect on the annual temperature is nil. The s~aso perihelio4 
one remams i a hotter summer is produced when the earth is in summ~ 1Jl ~ ~at present for the southern hemisphere) a cooler summer-when in aphelion (at,~..-tnll 10r the northern h · h ) . ' · · b t also the Ollf'"..--f th . . enusp ere. Evtdendy, not only the eccentnaty, u d et d~ 0 

e m~Jor 3X1S of the earth's. orbit is important. It can be shown that the e · nn.citi1C upon e sm II whe Il d . . . · h th product 1S r-: ( ' re enotes the long1tude of penhelion ; w en e d. The effect ~ at pre~e~t), .the southern, when negative- the northern summer is favoure 
o eccenttlctty ls opposite in the two hemispheres. 
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As the result of planetary perturbations and precession, e varies with a semi-amplitude of about 1°, from 22°'5 to 24° '5, whereas e sinJifl.uctuateswithin about ±o·04; the time intervals of the fluctuations involve tens of thousands of years. 
For one degree of increase in obliquity, the relative change of insolation [entering formula (16)] is as follows : 

Latitude 
Mjl, year 

M/ I, summer (July or January) 

Per o·o1 positive units of e sinll, the mean insolation in the summer of the northern hemisphere decreases by M/ I= -o·o2, with an equal change of opposite sign for the summer of the southern hemisphere (irrespective of latitude). 
With this, and the stability factors, K , as given in Table 2, the temperature variations for the last 451000 years, corresponding to the known variation in the orbital elements, are found as follows ( {J T in oc, relative to the present mean temperature at the same latitude) : 

Time, thous"'ds} 
of years before o · o o·6 5 10 11'4 15 ao 2:Z'3 30 33 ' 5 35 40 A.D. t8so 
lJT, Summer, 

} o·o + o·3 + t·I +2·7 + 2·7 + x·8 - 0·2 -o·8 +o·S + 1 ' 4 + 1 ' 4 + 1' 2 6ooN 

lJT, Summer, 
6ooS } o·o -o·t -o·:z -0·7 -o·8 -0·7 - o ·:z - 0·3 - x· t - r · l - s·o -0·4 

These figures are nothing like suggesting an ice age, at e 1 t in the 

45 

+o·8 

o·o 

hemisphere. On the other hand, recent radiocarbon dates by LIBBY and OU> last violent Mankato advance of glaciation at n,ooo years ago-at an epoch when th e table would require a summer temperature by 2 ·7°C higher than now. Evidently, this last glaciation had nothing to do with the variation of the orbital elemen ; on the contrary, it took place when the orbital elements favoured a warmer summer in the northern hemi· sphere. The Mankato glaciation must have been due to another, much tful cause, presumably to a decline in the amount of energy radiated by e in ( ),. The infl.uence of the orbital elements was small, attd must have a1 been 
account for those large climatic fluctuations kno the 
Carboniferous, and earlier ice ages. The myth of this •• · 
ages must be definitely abandoned. Let the uuth reign - even i£ it • 
and a bitter one for many. 

Am.!AGH OBSERVATORY, 

]ant 3 , 1953· 
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